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How to Achieve HL7’s Mission and Vision

Our view is **HOLISTIC**
- To achieve success every implementation project will surely need some combination of these services, but we do not want to choke the market.
- **Organizations should have a path for progressive adoption of these programs.**

We understand that HL7 cannot launch everything at the same time.
HL7 Implementation Division

- Support Std Dev.
- Program Management Services
- Community and Global Outreach
- Best Practices
- HL7 Implementation Division
- Ecosystem
- Education

1. Implementer - Site
2. Core Standard Developers
3. Existing Communities
4. New Communities
5. Implementer - Developer
6. Accelerators
Program Management

- Developed and received approval for the HL7 FHIR Accelerator Blueprint
- FAST Accelerator formalized transition to HL7
- HELIOS Accelerator continuing to organize and prioritize activities
- Hiring additional staff to support Accelerators
Community Outreach

- AMIA - Engaging HL7 community to judge the AMIA FHIR App Competition. Proposed a model for future competitions at other AMIA events
- HELINA - Regional Partner Agreement for Africa executed last week
- Regional Partner Agreement for Central America with RECAINSA or RACSEL in Discussion
- Meeting with open source communities to engage with HL7 FHIR Communities
- Early planning stages for 2023 events
Best Practices

- Supporting SDD with Terminology Internship and Best Practices Playbook
- Implementing HL7 FHIR Accelerator Blueprint
- Working with Accelerators to develop handbook
Ecosystem (Foundry)

- Awaiting review of budget by Finance Committee
- Plan to move the Logica Sandbox to HL7 domain and AWS hosting after the September Connectathon
- Plan to re-engage community in Q4 to solicit feedback, participation and funding support
- Meeting weekly with HL7 Infrastructure team to plan transition tasks and monitor AWS hosting usage and costs
Education

- Converting the UCSD/UT FHIR education series (10 sessions) to on-line course with video series and questionnaires so that it can be offered to other organizations
- Discussing details on the Credentialing program with the EAC (weekly meeting with a 4 person subcommittee)
- Return to in-person education at Sept WGM
Thank You